
Script Analysis for Directors, Part 2: Going Deeper 
Tip Sheet 

 
● First scan: Make notes in eight different categories: Lights, Sound, Special 

Effects, Costumes/Hair/Makeup, Props, Set, Concerns (problems, potentially 
difficult scenes, aspects to assign to another team member, etc.) and Ideas 
(notes about creative solutions to problems, concept thoughts, etc.). 

 
● Second scan: Look harder for less obvious technical cues. For example, a 

single stage direction from Tarzan incorporates at least three technical 
concerns: a lightning effect (Lights), possible thunder sounds as well as the 
sound of the splintering ship (Sound), and throwing the humans overboard 
(could be Set, Special Effects, Concerns, or Ideas, depending on your staging 
plan).  

 
● Type up or make copies of completed technical lists to give to your team 

members so they can start their work on the show. Communicating your ideas 
to your team early means that you’ll have less chance of things getting left 
until the last minute during rehearsals. 

 
● Third scan: This is an opportunity to start looking deeper at themes and 

character work such as: 
o Repeated thoughts expressed by the characters or situations are 

repeated at different points throughout the script 
o Character catchphrases or stand-out lines  
o Particular parts of the show you wish to emphasize or downplay  
o Cuts or adjustments you want to make (Do you have permission from 

the playwright or rights holders to make those changes?) 
o Feelings, emotions, words, or thoughts that pop into your head while 

reviewing the script. (These may give you clues and ideas for future 
bits you’d like to include.) 

  

 
 

Get the latest version of this exercise at http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis2 

http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis2


Script Analysis for Directors Classroom Exercise 
 
● To practice their observation and note-taking skills, have students try doing 

the first script scan in groups.  
 

● Divide the class into six different groups and assign each group one of the 
eight categories to analyze: Lights, Sound, Special Effects, 
Costumes/Hair/Makeup, Props, Set.  
 

● Groups will scan a script and make notes on their assigned categories. Each 
student in a group can read through a section of the script and report their 
findings.  
 

● All groups will also look for Concerns and Ideas related to their assigned 
categories.  
 

● Have each group report their findings to the class. Discuss the exercise 
afterward. What was easy? What was hard? What surprised them about the 
activity?  

 
 

Get the latest version of this exercise at http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis2 

http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis2

